
I am back in my Venetian apartment and bring some water with me. I actually have to pee and go out in the terrace. The toilette is right in front of the neighbours' glass door and I look inside it while I pee. I then notice that the stove has been dismantled and realize they must be out traveling.

I am in a metro with two foreign girls seating on the opposite side. One of them realizes that she will have to get off and quickly opens up a notebook. She then writes on an empty page a message for me and I get it right on time. It is only her email address which I have already got previously.

I am in a big restaurant with all my relatives and my stepsister stands up to change her child. She needs the help of my mother to hold him but a short American Indian woman stands up and shows her how to do it alone. She then seats down again to change the baby but he starts crying.

I am in my parents' house in the mountains and connect my laptop to the TV. I then start to work but notice that there is a new blinking folder on my black screen. I open it and an old porn movie starts playing. The sounds is also high and I try to turn it off before my parents comes down.

I am with my best friend at night walking to his parents' house on the hills. We then go through the old portico and reach the inside where he takes out his bike. He wants me to follow him running but I also ask for a bike and he takes and old one out without any pedals. I then agree to follow.

I am entering a classroom and realize that I am supposed to teach and the students are already seating in a circle discussing a Spanish text. I actually have a note by the main professor who writes what I have to ask to the different students. They are all talking but one who is not answering.

I am walking through an old Italian city and see that my mother is talking to one of my neighbours. The latter is standing outside of the main entrance and is whispering to her. I then approach them to hear what they are talking about and I realize she is only suggesting where to go to church.

I am in front of my Venetian apartment with my stepfather's sister. I need to get my backpack and decide to take her with me but tell her to wait in the kitchen. I then pack my things in the living room and when I go out I see that she entered the other part of the apartment finding many guests.

I am watching a program about a national hero who is going on a gig to a parade. A policeman actually runs against me dragging a lot of metal benches chained to one another. Everyone in the public cheer the hero to jump across the benches but they are too high and his gig gets caught.

I am in a big dormitory with some gypsy guys and I try to be cool with them. I then stay to look while they play football over the beds but I notice that one of them is way too violent. I then start running away to the opposite side of the dormitory from a side corridor and hide on a bed high up.

I am on a bus with other students and ask a girl how to get to the city center. She is actually from my old university and I tell her in Swedish how I used to study there as well and got a job offer. As I try to explain how I refused it I notice that the bus starts driving in the city center.

I am in a restaurant with all of my Swedish colleagues. The main professor is also there and I explain to him why I will no longer work with them. I admit that I am earning money by renting the apartment I got from my parents and forget to tell him that the main reason is that I will be a father.

I am in a small village playing with some old friends. One of them shoot me rubber bullets on my neck. They actually hurt and I hide behind the corner of a building. I also have a gun but it is much smaller and when my friend arrives all the bullets I shoot precipitate without even reaching him.

I am inside a church crowded with people. All of them are actually fascists dressing up their uniform but it is too dark to see all the way to the altar. As they want to sing a fascist song the priest then uses a button to pull up every other section of the roof and suddenly a lot of light comes in.

I am with my stepfather walking in an old Italian town. It is actually early morning and he know eats ice-cream for breakfast. We stop in a touristic place and he orders to balls of walnut ice-cream but the guy serving him has the spoon dirty with cherry ice-cream and my stepfather gets angry.

I am at a bar inside a big old building and notice that the old windows have been used to decorate the walls. I show them to a friend but he does not care to look. I then notice the son of my mountain neighbour seating on bench with his leg stretched. He had a knee surgery but he is not well. 

I am with my son and his mother on a panoramic wheel afraid of falling. We actually reach the bottom and go in the director's studio to pay the ticket. As my ex wife talks to her we get a big crystal and put it on top of a piano but notice that it looses a salty liquid through a small hole.

I am in my mountain village talking to my girlfriend about a neighbour when another neighbour arrives. We then assure her that we were not talking about her and the woman we talked about appears. She actually hugs me making me feel so embarrassed that I start dancing with her.

I am in a classroom and get ready to leave after a workshop. As I am almost out of the door my mother and another man tells me that I should take the model I have built of my cathedral with me. They really liked it even though I have used white toy blocks and black cardboard to build it.

I am in my girlfriend's living room seating on the sofa looking at my mountain neighbour on a ladder. He is actually falling and I get up to hold the ladder for him. I then see that he is installing an electric cable from the ceiling. He makes a knot with it and screws it to a beam but it is too short.

I am watching the news about many American soldiers killed in an Arab country. Their cadavers were dragged towards a beach and their head was lift up from the water. As a doctor spread ash on their eyes I realize that they were a special force of a destroyer that was attacked by terrorists.

I am in a small apartment talking to a friend of my mother who is tall and with a beard. I tell him how I come from the mountains and I am the relative of the most important writer there. He then stops me and tells me that he once was called by him to work in the mountains as a shepherd. 

I am in the small living room of an apartment I share with my mother and sister. They are also inside but in a different room and I start to zap through the different TV channels. There is actually one showing some porno stars with big bubs. They are not naked but their clothes are really thin.

I am with my son and girlfriend in the back of a pick up. We are actually singing aloud and we get off in the middle of an empty neighborhood. I then start singing even louder but see that there is Mexican gang. We then hide in a small street but our small daughter is also there and crawls out.

I am running away with another guy and go up an empty compound. We then get to the end of a corridor and hide in front of a wooden closet. It is actually part of a post office and the criminals after us catch me. They think I will earn all the money of the merchandise they are turning in.

I am locked in my girlfriend's bedroom afraid that someone might find me. I then start looking at my phone and see I got several messages. One of them is from an important newspaper and I open it. They want to invite me to a talk show and forward me the questions they wish to ask me.

I am in a small bike workshop and ask the people above to help me escape. They then build a coffin on top of several bikes and put me inside. They cover the coffin with colorful blankets and walk in a big group through a checkpoint. The soldiers don't even notice the coffin and let us pass.

I am in my parents' city main square walking with some animated characters towards the ancient columns. Suddenly other animated characters appear from the opposite end and I realize that they are our enemies. The characters on my side easily defeat them and we enter in their world.

I am in an underwater chamber watching some small characters mating. There is actually a boat of terrorists going on top of us and we have to leave at once. We are actually too many and I get to go in a less crowded boat. It is so fast that it catches up with the terrorists ready to confront them.

I am in my mountain village talking to my drunk neighbour. My carpenter old friend is also there but another man comes with a big camera. He invites him to take some pictures with him. I then walk to the other side of the village and see them driving dangerously up hill with their cameras. 

I am in an artist shop and notice that my girlfriend is also inside. She is standing in front of the counter waiting to be served but a guy is with his body against her back. As she moves away he follows her and I notice he has a gun. He is together with other black people willing to rape her.

I am seating on a train with other friends and we reach the station. They go out before me and as I try to open the door I hear the whistling of the ticket checker. The door still opens but the train is moving and I go in front to ask the conductor where it the train going as I need to go back.

I am in a small village up north walking to a bigger city where I parked my car. It is actually a nice village with a fort. I want to shoot a video in the park in front of it but it gets very flickering. I then realize that there are some tourists running my way and behind it there are Muslim women.

I am working on my laptop in the kitchen when an old American friend shows up in front our window with other friends. He wants me to go out to drink a beer with them and I ask my girlfriend what she thinks. She then tells me to go even though I did not finish the project on my laptop.

I am in a restaurant with my old friends and see an old university friend seating at another table. He is also surrounded by many friends and I walk there to greet me. It has been many years we haven't seen each other but he still looks identical and comes to greet me with his boyfriend.

I am preparing for a tennis tournament. I actually want to play alone but my opponent gets a girl to play with him and I also need to get a girl. The latter never played tennis and I have to show her how to serve. She seems very strong but when it gets her turn she serves the opposite way.

I am seating on a bus and try to show to a girl behind me some very big mountains covered in snow. As she gets my attention the bus turns and only small mountains can be seen. She is anyway impressed but I try to convince that the mountains I have seen are much bigger and impressive.

I am in a castle eating some very nice pastry. It is for the birthday of a guy I don't know. He actually wants to take me out for a walk in the village and I realize that there is a party everywhere. Even out of the village there are still vendors preparing big birds to eat but the streets are empty.

I am seating alone on a bus and try to remove a capsule inside my tooth. I manage and see that it is quite big but it got a lot of liquid inside. I empty it and unroll a drawing my spiritual friend made. It is actually a game he made inspired by a dating site and I go give it to him to flirt with a girl. 

I am with my girlfriend walking next to a lake and reach a river connected to it. On the other side there are small mountains and we see some Arab women attaching a metal seat to a cable to be transported to the opposite. My girlfriend then realizes that they are for rent and we can also do it.

I am in the dark corner of a museum observing a pretty girl going to the bathroom. Other men are also observing her and I see that she is actually turning towards me. I am actually working on a 3D model and ask her advice. She doesn't really answer me and starts talking with an Indian girl.

I am in a big restaurant to celebrate my nephew's birthday with a lot of relatives when the Egyptian friend of my parents comes to announce the meal. As he explains that it is based on the years of my nephew I hear a distant relative singing. My girlfriend also knows the song and sings along.

I am walking in an old Italian city and meet my parents in front of the main bridge. I then explain them how my other parents always walk with their shopping chart up and down. On the opposite side we actually meet their relatives and I go another way not to be caught with my other parents.

I am walking on a straight road and reach the apartment of one of my carpenters. I go upstairs and find his daughter with her boyfriend in the bathroom. She keeps laughing and starts touching me. I then lock myself in the bathroom but notice that her father has used up my toothpaste.

I am in a hotel room with my son sleeping but his mother comes in and takes him with her. I then follow them to a private school where a southern teachers start a dance with the kids. My son also knows it and joins the circle even though he is much bigger than the rest of the students.

I am parking my car in a city up north and notice a private school. I then go inside and ask to meet the director to explain her about my project. The latter welcomes me and I tell her about the cathedral I want to build but she says that it is a very selfish project even though it is syncretic. 

I am in a conservatory plastering the walls but realize that they are made of blue metal and the plaster doesn't attach well. I realize that it will be hell of a work to get the entire job done and I decide to start removing what I have already put. I manage everywhere but on the entrance door.

I am in my Venetian apartment kitchen reviewing the list of my guests and notice my American curator friend. As I try to read his long profile a new guests arrive. He is a professor and I tell him about my project showing my drawings as examples. They are very detailed and he is impressed.

I am in an underground garage and roll an expensive jeep in my private parking. I then hear a Russian family arrive and the man open the trunk letting all the fruit I bought fall down. I then go to pick it up up but they get me inside the back of the jeep and drive away for a terrorist mission.

I am in a hotel room with my girlfriend. We are laying in bed even though it is already day light and I am hugging her from behind. I can actually feel her breast and tell her to lay with her belly on the edge of a bed next to the window. I want to make love to her but there are no curtains.

I am walking in a big city with dirty clothes and need a place where to get changed. I then enter a fancy hotel and see that it is crowded with people attending a buffet. I then go to the bathroom followed by one of the guests. The toilette is occupied but there is a shower cabin where I can change.

I am watching television in the living room and put on a film I got from my new Italian friend. It is actually a porn and I immediately change channel. My girlfriend comes downstairs to seat with me and I pretend like nothing happened. I then realize that the cover of the porn movie is visible.

I am walking on a mountain with my son. We are actually on the ridge and try to descend in a forest but it is too steep. There is no way up again and we try going down along a path but start rolling over the pine trees. We reach the bottom alive and I realize that we are on top of a mattress.

I am in a classroom with other doctorate students seating around a table. My former German colleague asks me if I read an old English novel. I did not and she asks my Russian classmate who replies that she did but only reads through the premises. I then see there are a lot of nice images.

I am riding a small plane and talk to a girl who is flying below me. She doesn't understand me and I have to scream but my girlfriend is flying on another plane behind me and she complains about the pitch of my voice. I then tell her that it is because of the radioactivity from our saddles.

I am in a dancing floor outside walking around looking for someone to dance with. It is already very late and no one is dancing anymore but a blond woman stops me. She wants to dance with me even though she is much taller and beautiful. As she gets close I realize that she is old and ugly.

I am at a party looking for my girlfriend. I then go in the main room and see only her bag. Her friend tells me that she is in another room and I go check. I then see her playing bowling and she comes towards me but another girl throws the ball very high. I warn my girlfriend just on time. 

I am in an apartment with the wife of my mountain carpenter. She tells me how I should move my furniture around but I am not paying attention and go next to the window. It is raining outside and it is difficult to see but I finally realize from the view that the apartment is my own barn.

I am running on a bike path and see a military plane dropping a bomb on a city. There is an atomic explosion and I keep running holding my breath for the wave of dust. I catch up with a disable man on a scooter and drive fast with him to the end of the road. It is uphill and the engine stops.

I am in my parents' old bedroom getting ready to go to work with my sister. She actually doesn't want to and tells me to go alone. I then start walking outside but see myself on a mirror. I am wearing one of my sister's t-shirt upside down and carrying a way too heavy bottle filled with tap water.

I am on a bus with my girlfriend and my little son. We are actually seating in the middle and my son holds himself on a pole of the door. A woman has to go out with her luggage but he is so tiny that she pushes him out. I then stand up to pull him back in right on time before the door closes.

I am in a big party with a lot of Japanese young people. There is a group of girls around me and I realize that they are bullying a short girl. She is actually quite cute and I drag her away from the group. We start dancing and think of a place where we can kiss. There is a toilette we can lock.

I am in an hardware store with my girlfriend and she shows me the new laptop that her brother bought. I check it out and find it quite light. I then ask the shop assistant how much is it but the box is installed with other laptop boxes in a bigger computer. We then walk around but can't find it.

I am outside a warehouse and two young Americans recruit me to pick some stones up. One of them shows me the truck where I have to put them and I realize that he bought it for less than I did for my tractor. It can be driven also from the back and but it is too complicated for me to use.

I am in an elevator going to an underground garage but I go down too many floors. It finally stop and I seat on a table where I start to draw. Some people start looking at me and I realize I am only drawing myself seated. I then draw a fruit tree and a man climbing it to get some cherries.

I am in my Venetian apartment and look outside the window. It is dark already but I realize that my mother is there talking on the phone. I then get closer and hear that she is discussing with the lawyer about the fact that I am renting out the apartment. She then hangs up and gets mad.

I am with my ex wife checking my agenda to see when I can meet our son. She then tells me that she has to first attend a conference in the city and that our son will stay at a friend until she is finished. I then ask her when she is finished and she tells me that it will be too late for me.

I am in my girlfriend's house going out of the bathroom and realize that there is a man waiting in the kitchen. I then go to introduce myself although we already know each other. He actually has my small son and I take him on my shoulders and go to the city indoor market. He keeps smiling.

I am on a beach that is getting evening. A lot of people are going to their hotels but I decide to stay there and sleep. I am actually hungry and go around to look for some food but realize that there are a lot of other people sleeping there and my money are not safe. The hot-dog stand is closing.

I am in a small room with a kid and different police officers come by looking for a criminal. I then realize that there is a small tree in the room and they might get suspicious. I walk out with it but everything is asphalted and there is no place to put it. I finally reach a bush and toss it there.

I am in an elegant restaurant eating dinner with some friends. We are actually seating on a long table and I realize that the girl next to me is a gypsy. I then try to pretend like she is normal and stand up to take the oil and the vinegar going with my body over her. She then helps me to get them.

I am getting a message on my phone by the girlfriend of a Danish curator. They are actually in an Italian city and she keeps sending other photos. They shows an Arab immigrant there walking. I don't understand the meaning of the photos but the realize that they are the frames of a movie.

I am in my mountain apartment with my girlfriend and two guests. The fire is on but I realize that some wood down the hallway is also on fire. I then tell her to help me to turn it off but we realize that also the clothes in our closet are on fire. We then turn it of leaving them all wet.

I am in a park facing a big lake and listen to the a small restaurant owner talking to a costumer about her big black dog. She tells him that they got it from the kennel and she has him in the summer to attract costumers with kids. She says that in the winter they bring him back in the kennel.

I am with my son inside a mill. He actually had a skin disease and his left hand was temporarily chopped off. I then help him to get on the stone wheel of the mill but he is very weak. As the wheel starts spinning with him I realize that they will never be able to get his hand back on his wrist.

I am seating in crowded train with my girlfriend when the ticket controller arrives. I actually give him the wrong ticket and he asks for an ID. I give him one that it is not mine and he calls a policeman. The latter starts telling me that immigrants steal their jobs and I explain that I am not one.

I am seating with my parents in a university classroom and get called up by a committee. They need to decide whether to award me a job and they say that it is a maybe. I then go back to seat and another guy gets awarded a professorship. Down the table is a third guy who became professor.

I am in the garden of a family villa and walk to the back. There are a lot of small walnut trees. There are several walnuts on the ground and I start picking them but still need something where to put them. I go look in the shed but there are other gardeners and my uncle invites me for dinner.

I am in a small airport and realize that there is a big queue to go inside. A cheap airline is on strike and I suddenly panic thinking that it is the airline I also need to take. I try to look on the monitors but don't see my flight. I think it has been canceled but realize that it is later in the evening.  

I am having dinner in the small kitchen of my parents' old neighbours. They are very interested to hear about the cathedral I am building in the mountains but my stepfather is also there and talks over me. I then try to talk about the barn I have renovated but their daughter starts talking.

I am seating in a park next to a homeless. He opens a Styrofoam box and takes a small sandwich out. As he starts eating it I observe a group of friends seating on another bench. I then wish I also had younger friends instead of the homeless and realize that I have left my son behind.

I am waking up in a small bedroom and realize that I am at my mother's place. She actually signed me back in her company and I wake up to listen what her orders are. She then tells me to open all the blinders and I start from the bathroom. I do so and realize how gray the weather is outside.

I am with my son and his mother in a small Indian city. We actually follow the crowd to a temple where there is a concert. I get in first and occupy some extra seats for my son and mother but they seat on the opposite side. I call them but realize that my son got lost on his small submarine. 

I am biking with my girlfriend and my twin sister through a small Italian village. We are actually telling her that we are bit worried about how much money we will make when we move there. She then tells us how we can detect our taxes and we realize that her salary must be very high.

I am in a park with my son and one of his old classmates. We are actually kicking a timber as a ball but it rolls into a private area of some rich people. My son than tells me to bring him the backpack with a ball he has left  in front of another entrance and I go to pick it burping very loud.

I am watching a movie about partisans trying to escape their base. It is actually a small pyramid and their leader catches them outside. As they get back inside they hear the fascist soldiers approaching from below. The latter are shooting but kills all the prisoners the partisans have chained.

I am in a park with my girlfriend. I actually need to go visit my mother and tell her to please look after my bike. My girlfriend agrees but I can see that she keep on reading on a bench that is too far from the bike. I then tell her to move to a closer bench but she tells me that it is fine like that.

I am on a long and yellow boat with my father. We are actually approaching the warehouse where he has his rowing boat and he starts going very fast. I then realize that he has an engine and that he must have bought this boat. His rowing teacher is waiting him on the dock to pull us up.

I am in a villa with a rich man. We are actually talking about my family standing on the porch and he brings me inside. I then realize that there are guests finishing to eat breakfast and he invites me to eat the leftovers. I take some brioches and seat with him to keep up our conversation.

I am in an old barn with my supervisor. There are a lot of wooden columns all around us and I have placed there some old pages filled with my writings. She then goes around and removes them all saying that I will have to rewrite everything and only then I will be really done with my thesis.

I am in a classroom writing the speech for a public hearing. A Chinese professor is also doing it and is already filling one page. I am also quite fast but decide not to write everything and try to remember my speech based on a special bike. It has an holder for a flower vase between the pedals.

I am walking in a city and realize that I have to be part of an award ceremony. My watch doesn't work and I ask a man who tells me that it is about time. I then haste through the city but there are too many people. My parents are among them and I also tell them to be part of the ceremony. 

I am driving my mother's car through my native village in the mountains. My stepfather is in front of a bar and I park next to it. I then go out to greet him but he is very upset I was driving too fast. I was not and get upset myself on how fast they drive in the highway and how dangerous it is.

I am in my parents' apartment and realize that my sister is having a party there. She invited some people who have actually invited other people and I see a black guy after another coming inside. They also need to sleep with us and I am afraid my parents will get upset since we need their room.

I am playing soccer with some guys in the square of an old Italian city. The games gets too violent and I decide to pull out. I then try to walk away but the main road is a little flooded. I then try a parallel road and there is way much more water and no wall with a handrail to keep dry shoes.

I am in a small university office with my Swedish colleagues. They are actually offering me a new job and explain to me I only have to work every other week. I agree and they immediately give the contract to sign. I sign it and then walk to the classroom but my other colleagues are not happy. 

I am in a Polish cemetery commemorating the victims of the holocaust. I am actually following a guided tour but everyone leaves. Only a local boy stays inside and I observe him holding his hand up. I first think he is doing the Nazi salute but then realize he only wanted to ask a question.

I am running down an asphalt road and reach a group of young people walking down a valley. I can actually see my village and the mountains in the back filled with snow. As we cross a small bridge locals are moving slaughtered cows over the river. I photographs but burning candles appear.

I am walking with my girlfriend and reach a small cafe where a lady is making waffles. She lets us taste the strawberry jam she has prepared for the waffles and we use our hands. It is very good and we decide to buy two waffles although I really don't feel hungry and she doubles them up.

I am in front of a condominium when a Eastern European guy shows me a wet sock he has picked from the garden. I am supposed to hang it with my laundry but don't want to show him how to get in my house. I then go from the back but find the bathroom window open enough to get inside. 


